
We all have questions. Jesus answered many questions. But he also declined to answer
other questions. And he answered many questions indirectly, as if he was answering a
different question. Jesus’s frank answers, his indirect answers, and his non-answers all
had to do with the character, condition, circumstances, and intentions of his
questioners. Jesus didn’t answer questions just to answer questions. He didn’t answer
to leave a written record of his views on many different matters, never mind his
questioner’s circumstance. Instead, Jesus answered questions relationally, not as
supplying information but as affecting and serving his questioner and other listeners.
Jesus had one answer for the men who were prepared to stone the woman caught in
adultery but a different answer for the woman. Jesus had one answer for Nicodemus
sneaking a question to Jesus at night but a different answer for Nicodemus’s Sanhedrin
on a very different night.

So, when you question something, especially
when you raise questions involving the faith,
first examine your character, condition,
circumstances, and intentions. Is your question
more a complaint than an inquiry? Then
maybe better not ask; just complain if you
must. Is your question more a rejection of
counsel than an invitation for insight? Then
maybe better not ask; just issue the challenge
if you must. Know why you ask before you
ask. If you ask with the wrong intentions, not
to draw from the response but instead to
challenge or chastise the one whom you

question, then you won’t get a response you’ll like. You may instead get the response
you deserve. One good way to question your own intentions is to imagine the answer
before you ask. If you know the answer, then chances are good that you are asking
without reason. Your question has a different purpose than eliciting helpful
information. And you won’t like the response.


